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Dear Sir or Madam
It’s the shortest month of the year, but nevertheless we have a lot of news to share with
you! Just last week we welcomed the 5,000th user to our platform, and two days ago our
partner the European Actuarial Academy (EAA) started its second “EAA Week”, presenting
one video each day of the week. Also, stay tuned for the latest webcast from RGA, our
Sponsoring Partner, and for new content from the Global Conference of Actuaries in India!

5,000 registered users now on actuview!

The actuview community keeps on growing: Since our newly formed partnership with the
Actuarial Association of Europe (AAE) was nalized in December last year, more than 15
European national associations have already given their members access to actuview.
Within a few weeks the number of users quickly started to climb, reaching 5,000 only last
week and 5,464 until today.

Latest webcast from actuview partner RGA
RGA, one of the world’s largest life and health reinsurers and actuview’s platform sponsor,
regularly publishes webcasts on current topics on actuview.
Now online: “Strategic Uses of Reinsurance”
Presented by Erik Pronovost,
Associate Actuary, Structuring,
Global Financial Solutions, RGA
In this video, RGA’s Erik Pronovost discusses the challenges that life and health insurance
insurers are facing, and opportunities to use reinsurance to lower risk and improve
nancial performance. He describes several scenarios in which reinsurance may be
bene cial, such as when insurers need to stabilize income, reduce redundancy, or get
support in entering and exiting different markets.
View webcast

Watch the second EAA-Week now
The European Actuarial Academy (EAA) provides continuing
education for (certi ed) actuaries and consulting on
actuarial education through on-site seminars as well as
webinars. Right from the start, the EAA saw the potential in
actuview’s services and became a valued content partner.
On Monday, the EAA started its second EAA Week on
actuview with three insightful webcasts and two more
videos about the CERA quali cation and the upcoming Data
Science & Data Ethics Conference hosted by the EAA in
June

“Risk Transfer Under Solvency II for
Life and Health Insurance”
Dr. Frank Schiller (Munich Re)

“Making Machine Learning
Techniques Interpretable in the
Context of Non-life Pricing”
Xavier Maréchal (Reac n)

“ESG Rebase“

Find all ve videos –
one published each day –
here on the event page.

Michael Leitschkis (Milliman)

First actuview conference takes place in September
For the rst time, the international actuarial streaming platform
actuview will be hosting its own online event in 2020 – the
actuview online conference, aoc2020.
This yearly conference will bring together stakeholders and
experts from the global actuarial community to discuss the
latest actuarial topics and more. The event is relevant to all
actuaries worldwide and will be as easily accessible as actuview
itself.
Under the theme “future | actuary”, the aoc2020 will feature a
series of sessions on current developments in the actuarial
profession and address future challenges for actuaries inside
and outside of the nancial industry in this age of digital
change.
All partners and users of actuview, as well as other interested
actuaries and experts from around the world, are invited to
participate and contribute to this actuview event. A call for
papers will be announced soon.

21st GCA 2020: Highlights available soon on
actuview
From 17 to 19 February 2020, the 21st Global Conference of
Actuaries (21st GCA) took place in Mumbai, India. The event,
organized by the Institute of Actuaries of India (IAI), is
always a forum where actuaries and non-actuaries gather in
a global ambience to share thoughts and debate matters
that affect the nancial services industry in general and the
insurance and pension industry in particular. This year’s
theme was, “Actuaries: Striving for excellence, creating a
sustainable future.”
Next week the conference highlights will be published on
actuview. Check out more than a dozen videos, including:

Panel “Climate Change: Impact on
Society”

“Behavioural Data Analytics for
Predicting Insurance Outcomes”

Richard Holloway (Milliman), G Satish
Raju (Swiss Re)

Shailesh Dhuri (Decimal Point)

Panel “Actuarial Profession:
Sustaining Professional Excellence
in the Context of Changing
Demands”

“IFRS 17: Concepts and
Implementation Challenges”

Sumit Ramani (Actuarial Consultants),
Kendra Felisky (CAS) and Frank Ashe
(Australia)

Dave Finnis (International Actuarial
Association), Oscar Kitasoboka
(Milliman), Akash Gupta (Munich Re),
Sachal Gandotra (Swiss Re Asia),
Mary-Helen Russell (KPMG)

“Sustainability of Term Insurance
Product”

Find all GCA highlights
on the event page.

Swati Gupta (Deloitte)

3 more videos from the international community
actuview strives to offer various opportunities for the
exchange of knowledge within the international community.
For this, it is very encouraging that we can rely on the
expertise of our partners. Just recently, another three
partner institution from different countries and elds have
contributed to the global dialogue with their own video
presentation:
The Actuarial Association of Europe: “The Professional
Judgment Commentary Paper”, Siegbert Baldauf
(AAE), Xavier Gomez (AAE), Esko Kivisaari (AAE)
The Irish Society of Actuaries: “A review of the risk
margin – Solvency II and beyond”, Paul Fulcher
(Milliman)
Wissenschaftliches Institut der PKV: “Zur
Finanzsituation in der Sozialen P egeversicherung:
Beitragssimulation und implizite Schuld”, Christine
Arentz (WIP)
You want to contribute yourself? No matter if you are an
association, an educational institution or an individual expert
– we are always looking forward to receive your input and
insights on actuarial topics. Please nd all relevant
information on how to submit a video here.

EAA's Data Science & Data Ethics Conference: Early bird tickets
On 29 and 30 June 2020, the EAA will host the Data Science & Data
Ethics Conference in Düsseldorf, Germany.
A few days ago, the EAA published the full conference program of 13
sessions and four keynote speakers. The agenda covers topics
including data storage, unstructured data, modern statistics, use
cases in predictive analytics, ActuBot and ethical questions, and
much more – always with focus on the actuarial role, tasks and skills
needed. Find the full schedule on the event page.
Also, the registration is open! If you want to take part in the
discussion about the latest developments in data ethics and data
science, exchange ideas with experts and colleagues, and make
useful contacts, then register here to take advantage of the early
booking offer before 29 March 2020.

Did you know there is an event section on actuview.com?
Every month new content arrives on the actuview platform with many videos from
international conferences. You can always nd all videos from a speci c conference or
online event centralized on its very own event page. Just go to "Videos" in the main
navigation and nd the tab "actuview EVENTS". Moving over "actuview EVENTS" with your
cursor opens up a sub menu with a list of current and recent events.
And if you are looking for an event that took place during the last year, you can nd an
"archive"-tab at the end of the list that stores all event pages from previous years.

We hope you liked our latest actunews. If you have any comments or suggestions,
please don’t hesitate to write us an e-mail: contact@actuview.com. See you next
month!
actuview team

RGA, Platform Sponsor
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